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Images are very high dimensional signals and natural images are believed to reside in low dimensional manifolds that correspond to various visual patterns. But what are the structures of these manifolds? How are they related to each other in the universe of images? In this talk, I will present a unifying theory for learning probabilistic models by manifold pursuit. Firstly, I will show two types of pure manifolds: (i) implicit manifold for high entropy patterns, like texture, and (ii) explicit manifolds for low entropy patterns, like textons and image primitives. Secondly, I will show how they are mixed to form middle entropy patterns, like a cat face in an Active Basis model, and to generate a primal sketch representation conjectured by David Marr in his influential book. Thirdly, I will show how these manifolds are composed by a stochastic graph grammar to form object categories, such as clock, furniture, vehicles, for object category recognition.
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